((L-DVD 7)) Video transcript: A trip to the country

(Car park)

Marley: Laura, I'm so happy you like geocaching too! Jinsoo doesn't come with me very often.
Marley: He doesn't really like it.
Laura: My friend Parule doesn't like it either. But I find it so exciting!
Laura: Look! I've already got three of these coins. There's four in total. I just need a red one now.
Marley: Hey, maybe we'll find it today!
Mrs Thompson: Come on, let's go!

(Café)

Mrs Thompson: So, meet me back here at four o'clock, OK?
Marley: OK Mum, great! Come on, guys!
Laura: See you later, Mrs Thompson!
Jinsoo: Bye!
Mrs Thompson: Have fun!

(Country path)

Jinsoo: So how does this work again?
Marley: This smart phone shows me where we are. And we use clues to help us find 'caches'.
Jinsoo: What's a ‘cache’?
Laura: A ‘cache’ is a treasure. It could be a box with all sorts of things in it. For example, coins. Like these.
Marley: I think there's a ‘cache’ really close by! I think we need to walk fifteen steps in ... this direction.
Laura/Marley/Jinsoo: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen.
Marley: There's a clue: “Besides some trees, you'll find me.”
Jinsoo: That's easy!
Marley: Some caches are easy to find. But sometimes it's really difficult.
Jinsoo: A first aid kit. Wow ...
Marley: It could be useful. You never know.
Jinsoo: Do we just take it?
Marley: Yes. But then we have to put something else back in the box.
Laura: Now we write our geo-names in here, in the book.
Jinsoo: OK ...

(Montage sequence)

(Woods)
Marley: Come on! This way …
Jinsoo: Ouch!
Marley: One, two, three, …!
Laura: Oh, are you OK?
Jinsoo: Ah, my hand.
Marley: Here.
Jinsoo: Thanks.
Marley: See? The first aid kit is useful after all!
Jinsoo: Look, a pig! And a cow!
Marley: There’s a dog! And a sheep!
Laura: Hey! And a red coin!